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Coaching skills are a valuable asset in personal and professional
spheres. We’re called upon to act as coaches in our work,
volunteer groups, sports teams, with friends, business peers,
clients, family, spouses, and children.
What is Coaching?
According to the International
Coaching Federation (ICF),
Coaching is defined as:
“ ...partnering with clients in a
thought-provoking and creative
process that inspires them to
maximize their personal and
professional potential. Coaching
honors the client as the expert in
his/her life and work and believes that
every client is creative, resourceful,
and whole.”

As parents and guardians we
already play a critical role in
guiding our children to maximize
their potential. Consider how you
can use coaching techniques to
accelerate this process and shift
your own beliefs in doing so!

So Coaching is not therapy or
counseling?
Although often confused with
therapy, mentoring, counseling and
consulting coaching is uniquely
different in its process and outcomes.
Coaching is all about trusting that the
coachee has all the resources and
answers within themselves;
You can coach without the “story”;
Coaching is future paced and action
oriented;
Coaching is about empowering others
to be self-sufficient and resilient.
Coaching is about the art of powerful
questions and asking far more of your
coachees than they would ask of
themselves.
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“What freedom there is in recognizing that our
children already have the answers within
themselves. Applying a coach approach to our
parenting allows us to guide them to what they
already know, who they authentically are and
connect them to the resources they have and
need to get to where they want to be!”
Who Can Apply the Coach Approach to Parenting?
The Coach approach to parenting can be applied by anyone
charged with the guidance, nurturing and growth of children.
Learning the coaching techniques can especially benefit:
•

Working and single parents who want to balance and mitigate
impacts of work and what it means to be fully present with their
children despite competing demands;

•

Caregivers who are called upon to nurture and guide a wide range
of children to excellence as nannies, educators, day care providers;

•

Sports coaches who want to maximize not only physical excellence
in their coachees but recognize the power of motivating peak
performance through inspiration and belief in their coachees’
abilities.
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Remember RALI - Key Coaching
Elements for Parents:
The following key elements are
fundamental to ensuring the most
meaningful connection and best
possible outcome in important
conversations with your children:

RAPPORT:

“RALI – Rapport,
Awareness, Learnings
and Inspiration, are the
key elements for having
critical conversations
with our children at any
age!”

Without it you

may as well leave the room! Unless we
can connect with our children in their
space at their level (literally) the
climate for having a meaningful
conversation will not be conducive. The
key is honouring what you need to be
fully present: suspend judgement and
prepare yourself to listen without
offering your solutions. Children are
much more attuned to their bodies than
adults – they will feel your energy
before you say a single word!

AWARENESS:

What’s the

underlying issue behind a temper
tantrum, fight with a sibling,
disagreement with a friend at school?
By staying in a space of curiosity and
asking open ended questions (i.e. what
is that really about? And how did you
feel when...? How do you know that to
be true? What is most important to you
about...?) you will allow yourself and
your child to clarify and identify the
REAL issue.
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LEARNINGS:

Highlighting,

building on and celebrating previous
learnings and successes will
demonstrate to your children that they
are CAPABLE! Your belief in your
children’s ability will play a key role in
helping them build their own capacity
so cheer them to move them on!

INSPIRATION:

Inspiring your

children to take action on their own
behalf is the single most important
lesson in teaching and learning true
empowerment. By building on their
successes and learnings your children
have already proven to themselves you
can inspire them to go even further with
what they choose to do next.
Recognizing that their actions and
behaviours are choices motivated by
their own needs or desires will
inevitably shift the perception from
victim of circumstance to master of
their own destiny.
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Recommendations on How and When to Use the
Coach Approach to Parenting:
Parents and guardians can use coaching in a number of areas, such as:

Changing Limiting Beliefs and Habits
Asking intuitive questions can help parents uncover
limiting beliefs children may be holding and change
habits:
 How do you know that to be true?

Enhancing self-leadership and
Leadership of Others
Guiding your children to recognize their
accomplishments and building awareness around the
choices they make helps develop leadership:
 What do you do to succeed in school, sports, music...?

Increasing Self-Worth and Confidence
Celebrating successes and helping your children
express what they value in themselves builds selfworth and confidence:
 What are you most proud of? How does it feel
when you succeed?

Overcoming Barriers to Achieving
Objectives
Open inquiry can help your children discover what
might be getting in the way of their desired
outcomes:
 What can you do differently to get what you
want?

Raising Self-Awareness to Make Positive
Choices
Being curious and suspending judgment creates safety
for your children to explore what is underneath the
surface of an issue and make better choices:
 What is important about that?
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Coaching Tip: Flex Your Intuitive Listening Muscle!
Humans are intrinsically motivated to solve problems;
coaching allows natural problem solvers to flex their
intuitive listening muscles to derive more meaningful and
even transformational solutions!

Coach Approach
to Parenting®
For more information on coaching services
and other resources visit:
http://www.coachapproachtoparenting.com
**Services disponibles en français!

gracepadu2@hotmail.com
T: 613-599-0606
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